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Market update July 2020

Superfunds
are go!
The release of the interim
regime has invigorated the
superfund pipeline.
The two active superfunds
in the market have spent the
past 18 months building their
pipeline, despite the uncertainty
surrounding superfunds.

Market data indicates that over 30 schemes have had
indicative pricing so far. A further 8 schemes have had
full prices based on individual member data from at least
one of the superfunds with 3 of these at the vanguard of
advanced contract negotiations.
TPR’s regime announcement in June has provided
more clarity and certainty for trustees and sponsors,
resulting in both active superfunds seeing an increase in
pricing requests.
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Based on transactions we are involved in and discussions
with both active superfunds, we anticipate that 3-5
clearance applications will be submitted in 2020, with
perhaps 10-15 likely to follow in 2021.

When will the first transaction complete?
TPR publishes
guidance for superfund
regulatory regime

Jun ‘20

Jul ‘20

TPR completes their
assessment of individual
superfund models

Aug ‘20

Sep ‘20

Oct ‘20

TPR publishes guidance for
trustees and employers considering
a transfer to a superfund
Likely to be very similar to the orginal guidance released
in early 2019, with a focus on the gateway and member
outcome analysis to ensure a transfer to a superfund is
in the scheme members’ best interests

What other end-game and settlement
alternatives are available?

First superfund
transactions
expected to
complete

Nov ‘20

Dec ‘20

First transactions
submitted to TPR
for clearance

The emergence of superfunds has led to innovation in
the wider settlement and de-risking space. There are
now a number of solutions that trustees and sponsors
can consider alongside the traditional insurance
buy-out route.

Options

Advantages

Disadvantages

Self-sufficiency

• Well understood
• Flexible
• Potential to create Asset Backed Funding structure

• Residual risks remain, e.g. mortality, counter-party
and credit risks
• Annual costs/levies must be covered

Partial insurance
products
(i.e. Insured Self
Sufficiency)

• Lack of ‘full insurance’ means much lower premium than a
buy-out but still greatly reduced downside exposure
• Low risk path to buy-out
• Enables schemes to hedge financials in run-up to buy-out

• Link to sponsor covenant retained
• Annual costs/levies must be covered
• Downside protection is capped

‘Capital Backed
Solutions’

• Third party capital providing limited downside protection
• Solution for asset rich / cash poor sponsors who are willing to
use their assets to fund a shortened journey plan to buy-out

• Scheme remains on sponsor balance sheet
• No obligation for capital providers to top up
unless / until bought out

Superfunds

•
•
•
•

Pension liability removed
Third party capital providing full downside protection
Secure alternative for schemes unable to reach buy-out
More affordable than buy-out due to lighter regulatory
restrictions

•
•
•
•

Insurance
buy-out

•
•
•
•
•

Full and unambiguous liability discharge
High levels of third party capital
FSCS protection
Fully tried and tested solution
Clear regulatory position

• Higher premium vs other options, reflecting the strict
regulatory regime and protections

Untested, hence complex to execute
Less secure than insurance
PPF protection rather than FSCS
Some regulatory and implementation uncertainty

Cost

Covenant link
removed?

External
capital

The June regime update from TPR was aimed primarily
at the superfunds themselves to give clarity over how
they should operate. What was missing was updated
guidance for trustees and sponsors on what TPR will
expect them to do, and what advice they should take,
before making any decisions on a superfund transaction.
Whilst this updated guidance is expected soon, our
view is that the substance will be largely the same as
the original guidance released in early 2019 with a clear
need for specialist advice to understand the actuarial,
covenant and legal aspects of any transaction.
Implementing a superfund transaction will be much like
an insurance buy-in or buy-out, with similar information
flows and processes. Preparation can begin right away
through a holistic review of the scheme involving benefit
audits, assessment of investment liquidity/restrictions
and legal review of documents.
The really key question for trustees and sponsors is
whether a superfund transaction is in the best interests
of scheme members and that is what the advice should
focus on.

Our specialist superfund team are already supporting
trustees and sponsors through this thinking and have
built the models and delivered advice to schemes likely
to be the first superfund deals. Whilst we expect our
advice to continue to evolve with the guidance, here is a
small section of output from a preliminary assessment of
an anonymised live case.
Stochastically modelled spread of funding level
outcomes after 5 years – Sponsor v Superfund
FREQUENCY

Are superfunds the best solution for
my members?

Narrower
superfund
outcome
range

Material probability
of pension scheme
underperforming
current funding
position

Small probability
of pension scheme
outperformance
with current
commited
contribution levels

FUNDING LEVEL
Superfund improves outcomes due to intial
company and superfund contribution

While this sort of high level assessment is useful,
trustees also need the more detailed membership
outcome analysis that we produce - looking at
affected groups and the range of outcomes, including
PPF coverage, over different time horizons.

Isio
Isio’s specialist superfund team is already
in the market providing a single, joined-up
approach to advising trustees and sponsors on
all aspects of superfund transactions. Working
together to deliver a comprehensive picture
of the options available is, in our view, the
most efficient and economical way for pension
schemes to consider the superfund option
against the alternatives.
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